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a study guide for adrienne rich s diving into the wreck excerpted from gale s acclaimed poetry
for students this concise study guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography
study questions historical context suggestions for further reading and much more for any
literature project trust poetry for students for all of your research needs the first
comprehensive biography of adrienne rich feminist and queer icon and internationally revered
national book award winning poet adrienne rich was the female face of american poetry for decades
her forceful uncompromising writing has more than stood the test of time and the life of the
woman behind the words is equally impressive motivated by personal revelations rich transformed
herself from a traditional radcliffe educated lyric poet and married mother of three sons into a
path breaking lesbian feminist author of prose as well as poetry in doing so she emerged as both
architect and exemplar of the modern feminist movement breaking ranks to denounce the male
dominated literary establishment and paving the way for the many queer women of letters to take
their places in the cultural mainstream drawing on a wealth of unpublished materials including
rich s correspondence and in depth interviews with numerous people who knew her hilary holladay
digs deep into never before accessed sources to portray rich in full dimension and vivid human
detail scholars from many disciplines discuss the crucial roles played by narrative and metaphor
in the theory and practice of law in 1920s paris adrienne monnier provided a focal point for the
writers and artists drawn to the left bank her bookstore in the rue de l odeon was aptly called
la maison des amis des livres monnier took a simple though sophisticated delight in language
books art music nature friendship and food her 1940 journal written as paris fell to the germans
and originally published in 1976 is a rich tapestry of essays reviews and personal recollections
she goes to lunch with colette visits t s eliot befriends joyce argues with breton takes walks
with gide publishes her elegant reviews and reflects on the ballet opera steinberg drawings
marlon brando and alec guinness movies and the country of her birth an accessible account of the
varieties of feminist thought within the context of the key american texts including kate chopin
alice walker and ann beattie new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the
new york herald tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers
across the country with award winning writing and photography covering everything from politics
and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a place
and an idea the tensions dilemmas and exhilarating pleasures of feminist teaching converge in
this fascinating book which documents actual classroom give and take in addition to observing the
authors interviewed the teachers and several students in each class the result is a rashomon
portrayal of the same moment differently perceived as well as fresh insight into interaction
between social positioning experience and learning considearzioni di barrie thorne author of
gender play girls and boys in school educart class 12 english core question bank combines
remarkable features for term 2 board exam preparation exclusively developed based on learning
outcomes and competency based education pattern this one book includes chapter wise theory for
learning solved questions from ncert and diksha and detailed explanations for concept clearance
and unsolved self practice questions for practice topper s answers are also given to depict how
to answer questions according to the cbse marking scheme solutions a companion to poetic genre a
companion to poetic genre this eagerly awaited companion features over 40 contributions from
leading academics around the world and offers critical overviews of numerous poetic genres
covering a range of cultural traditions from britain ireland north america japan and the
caribbean among others this valuable collection considers ancient genres such as the elegy the
ode the ghazal and the ballad before moving on to medieval and renaissance genres originally
invented or codified by the troubadours or poets who followed in their wake the book also
approaches genres driven by theme such as the calypso and found poetry each chapter begins by
defining the genre in its initial stages charting historical developments and finally assessing
its latest mutations be they structural thematic parodic assimilative or subversive presents a
collection of nine critical essays about the novel jane eyre by charlotte bronte the general
objective of this volume is to present and discuss different modes of existence in women s texts
and feminist identity in political and poetic discourse on the one hand and to analyze the
factors which determine differing relationships between women and society and which result in
specific forms of identity on the other the essays in this volume explore language gender mass
media sexuality class and social change women s identity as blacks and in the third world as well
as the nature of domination feminine criticism and female creativity the volume opens with a
challenging question by the feminist poet adrienne rich who is we poetry and astronomy often
travel together in the political sphere from milton s meeting with galileo under house arrest to
nasa s practice of launching poems into space anchored in the post war period but drawing on a
long history of poetry and science lyric poetry and space exploration from einstein to the
present charts the surprising connection between poetry and extra terrestrial space in an era
defined by the vast scales of globalization environmental disaster and space travel poets bring
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the small scales of lyric intimacy to bear on cosmic immensity while outer space might seem the
domain of more popular genres lyric poetry has ancient and enduring associations with cosmic
inquiry that have made it central to post war space culture as the cold war played out in space
american institutions and media from nasa to star trek enlisted poetry to present space
exploration as a peaceful mission on behalf of humankind meanwhile poets from across the globe
have turned to the cosmos to contest american imperialism challenging conventional ideas about
lyric poetry in the process poets including elizabeth bishop adrienne rich seamus heaney derek
walcott agha shahid ali and tracy k smith invoke the extra terrestrial to interrogate national
histories alongside their craft dazzled by the aesthetics of astronomy but wary of its imperial
uses poets employ astronomical figures and methods to imagine how we might care for both
ourselves and others on a shared planet katherine schultz examines the complex role student
silence can play in teaching and learning urging teachers to listen to student silence in new
ways this book offers real life examples and proven strategies for rethinking classroom
participation to include all students those eager to raise their hands to speak and those who may
pause or answer in different ways from publisher description covers numerous ethnic writers and
their works all major american ethnicities are covered african american asian american jewish
american hispanic latino and native american together with presents an innovative study material
with the cbse question bank for class 10 this comprehensive material is meticulously crafted
based on the latest cbse syllabus aligning with ncert textbooks and workbooks it offers students
a structured and reliable resource to enhance their understanding of various subjects the
emphasis on the most recent curriculum ensures that learners receive up to date content fostering
a robust foundation for academic success creative writing is arguably the ultimate form of self
expression ideal for anyone interested in writing student or not idiot s guides creative writing
helps readers master the basics of crafting compelling fiction and nonfiction stories various
genres including novels short stories plays and screenplays poetry book length and article length
narrative nonfiction memoirs and more are covered content includes the fundamental elements such
as plot character point of view setting dialogue style and theme and readers will be able to hone
their writing skills and boost their creativity with writing prompts and exercises now available
in paperback for the first time jewish writers of the twentieth century is both a comprehensive
reference resource and a springboard for further study this volume examines canonical jewish
writers less well known authors of yiddish and hebrew and emerging israeli writers includes
entries on figures as diverse as marcel proust franz kafka tristan tzara eugene ionesco harold
pinter tom stoppard arthur miller saul bellow nadine gordimer and woody allen contains
introductory essays on jewish american writing holocaust literature and memoirs yiddish writing
and anglo jewish literature provides a chronology of twentieth century jewish writers compiled by
expert contributors this book contains over 330 entries on individual authors each consisting of
a biography a list of selected publications a scholarly essay on their work and suggestions for
further reading contemporary literature encompasses so many genres literary forms and themes that
it would seem almost impossible to identify a unifying thread between them yet in the tradition
established by literary heavyweights who came before modern writers of all stripes and
backgrounds have continued to entertain and to confront the social cultural and psychological
realities of the times including everything from racial identity to war to technology with their
own flair and insight the diversity of authors profiled herein from toni morrison to sylvia plath
to stephen king to david foster wallace attests to the scope and complexity of modern society
pablo neruda was one of the greatest poets of the 20th century by focusing on the poet s
apprenticeship and by looking closely at how neruda created his poetic persona within his poems
this companion tries to establish what should survive of his massive output the annual
bibliography of women and literature appears in the fall issue of each volume 1975 spring 1976
the experience is her own as a woman a poet a feminist and a mother but it is an experience
determined by the institution imposed on all women everywhere she draws on personal materials
history research and literature to create a document of universal importance contemporary
american poetry can often seem intimidating and daunting in its variety and complexity this
engaging and accessible book provides the first comprehensive introduction to the rich body of
american poetry that has flourished since 1945 and offers a useful map to its current landscape
by exploring the major poets movements and landmark poems at the heart of this era this book
presents a compelling new version of the history of american poetry that takes into account its
variety and breadth its recent evolution in the new millennium its ever increasing diversity and
its ongoing engagement with politics and culture combining illuminating close readings of a wide
range of representative poems with detailed discussion of historical political and aesthetic
contexts this book examines how poets have tirelessly invented new forms and styles to respond to
the complex realities of american life and culture a star studded anthology infuses english
poetry with the rigor and wit of a foreign form in recent years the ghazal pronounced ghuzzle a
traditional arabic form of poetry has become popular among contemporary english language poets
but like the haiku before it the ghazal has been widely misunderstood and thus most english
ghazals have been far from the mark in both letter and spirit this anthology brings together
ghazals by a rich gathering of 107 poets including diane ackerman john hollander w s merwin
william matthews paul muldoon ellen bryant voigt and many others as this dazzling collection
shows the intricate and self reflexive ghazal brings the writer a unique set of challenges and
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opportunities agha shahid ali s lively introduction gives a brief history of the ghazal and
instructions on how to compose one in english an elegant afterword by sarah suleri goodyear
elucidates the larger issues of cultural translation and authenticity inherent in writing in a
borrowed form �������� ��������� �� although in recent years maternity has become a contested
site of political discourse the matrophobia that characterizes many mother daughter bonds has
hardly been theorized this book defines matrophobia as fear of mothers as fear of becoming a
mother and as fear of identification with and separation from the maternal body deborah d rogers
argues that matrophobia is the central metaphor for women s relationships with each other within
a patriarchal culture analyzing different contexts in which matrophobia problematizes feminism
this book begins with matrophobic discourse in eighteenth century england significantly the self
sacrificing construction of motherhood emerges at the same time as the novel a genre that
develops as a locus for the radical displacement of matrophobia coining the term matrophobic
gothic to describe works in which inadequately mothered heroines reconcile with maternal figures
that the narrative has repressed rogers focuses on this phenomenon in the works of ann radcliffe
and jane austen her consideration of matrophobia extends to early modern male authored texts
including samuel richardson s representation of maternity and sir walter scott s exploration of
gender roles and identity these issues continue unabated in televised serial drama all told this
book powerfully argues for the necessity of confronting the matrophobia at the heart of feminism
reading race examines the work of twentieth century white american poets from carl sandburg to
adrienne rich from ezra pound to allen ginsberg revealing within their poetry and casual writings
a body of literature that transmits racism even as it sometimes speaks against it tracing the
persistence of racial discourse aldon nielsen argues that white americans throughout their
history have used a language of their own primacy a language that treats blacks as an abstract
other an aggregate nonwhite to be acted upon and determined by whites white discourse drapes over
blacks an intricate veil of images and understandings assertions of inferiority metaphors of
exoticism similes of animals tropes of fertility nothingness and death through which whites read
race and beneath which blacks remain imprisoned words nielsen writes create and maintain
relationships of power as surely as do prisons and arms speaking of the discourse of race in
america nielsen identifies dead metaphors words images ideas that operate in much the same way as
the charged detail of pound or the objective correlative of t s eliot embedded in the language
they are instantly recognizable to the native speaker poets when they draw upon these metaphors
demand racist thinking in order to be understood mother jones is an award winning national
magazine widely respected for its groundbreaking investigative reporting and coverage of
sustainability and environmental issues the routledge companion to ecopoetics offers
comprehensive coverage of the vital and growing movement of ecopoetics this volume begins with a
general introduction to the field followed by six sections perspectives broad overviews engaging
fields such as biosemiosis kinship praxis and philosophical approaches experiments formal
innovations developed by poets in response to planetary crises earth and water explorations of
poetic entanglement with planetary chemical and biological systems waste toxicity precarity
poetics addressing the effects of pollution and climate change environmental justice and activism
examinations of poetry as an engine of political and cultural change region and place an
international array of traditional and contemporary geographically focused responses to
ecosystems and environmental conditions and subjectivities affects sexualities investigations of
gender ethnicity and race as they intersect with ecological concerns each section includes an
overview and summary addressing the specific essays in the section these previously unpublished
essays represent a wide variety of nationalities backgrounds perspectives and critical approaches
exploring the interdisciplinary field of ecopoetics contributions from leading scholars working
across the globe make the routledge companion to ecopoetics a landmark textbook and reference for
a variety of researchers and students first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor
francis an informa company as with novelists and short story writers the job of poets and
playwrights is to elicit emotion and generate thought the difference is that the latter authors
do so while adhering to rules different than those governing standard prose works where poets
create rich verses loaded with subtext playwrights rely largely on dialogue to create poignant
scenes that become all the more powerful when performed onstage this captivating collection of
biographies profiles some of the greatest writers of poetry and drama from aeschylus to diane
ackerman sophocles to david mamet first published in 1993 routledge is an imprint of taylor
francis an informa company containing original essays historical narratives biographical memoirs
sketches of society topographical descriptions novels and tales anecdotes select extracts from
new and expensive works the spirit of the public journals discoveries in the arts and sciences
useful domestic hints etc etc etc this ninth volume in the cambridge history of literary
criticism presents a wide ranging survey of developments in literary criticism and theory during
the last century drawing on the combined expertise of a large team of specialist scholars it
offers an authoritative account of the various movements of thought that have made the late
twentieth century such a richly productive period in the history of criticism the aim has been to
cover developments which have had greatest impact on the academic study of literature along with
background chapters that place those movements in a broader intellectual national and socio
cultural perspective in comparison with volumes seven and eight also devoted to twentieth century
developments there is marked emphasis on the rethinking of historical and philosophical
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approaches which have emerged especially during the past two decades as among the most
challenging areas of debate over the past decade molly mcquade has emerged both as a critic and
an editor as one of the most quietly influential intelligences in american poetry her work is so
accessible that we haven t readily used the most accurate and inevitable word to describe it
visionary mcquade has envisioned a more vital and democratic literary culture and she has helped
make it happen this new collection which so persuasively combines the familiar essay with the
literary profile shows how she has enlarged the public conversation about american poetry dana
gioia



A Study Guide for Adrienne Rich's "Ghost of a Chance"

2016

a study guide for adrienne rich s diving into the wreck excerpted from gale s acclaimed poetry
for students this concise study guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography
study questions historical context suggestions for further reading and much more for any
literature project trust poetry for students for all of your research needs

A Study Guide for Adrienne Rich's "Diving into the Wreck"

2020-11-17

the first comprehensive biography of adrienne rich feminist and queer icon and internationally
revered national book award winning poet adrienne rich was the female face of american poetry for
decades her forceful uncompromising writing has more than stood the test of time and the life of
the woman behind the words is equally impressive motivated by personal revelations rich
transformed herself from a traditional radcliffe educated lyric poet and married mother of three
sons into a path breaking lesbian feminist author of prose as well as poetry in doing so she
emerged as both architect and exemplar of the modern feminist movement breaking ranks to denounce
the male dominated literary establishment and paving the way for the many queer women of letters
to take their places in the cultural mainstream drawing on a wealth of unpublished materials
including rich s correspondence and in depth interviews with numerous people who knew her hilary
holladay digs deep into never before accessed sources to portray rich in full dimension and vivid
human detail

The Power of Adrienne Rich

2018-02-08

scholars from many disciplines discuss the crucial roles played by narrative and metaphor in the
theory and practice of law

Narrative and Metaphor in the Law

1996-01-01

in 1920s paris adrienne monnier provided a focal point for the writers and artists drawn to the
left bank her bookstore in the rue de l odeon was aptly called la maison des amis des livres
monnier took a simple though sophisticated delight in language books art music nature friendship
and food her 1940 journal written as paris fell to the germans and originally published in 1976
is a rich tapestry of essays reviews and personal recollections she goes to lunch with colette
visits t s eliot befriends joyce argues with breton takes walks with gide publishes her elegant
reviews and reflects on the ballet opera steinberg drawings marlon brando and alec guinness
movies and the country of her birth

The Very Rich Hours of Adrienne Monnier

2000-08-20

an accessible account of the varieties of feminist thought within the context of the key american
texts including kate chopin alice walker and ann beattie

Feminist Theory and Literary Practice

1995-10-23

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country with award
winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion
the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea



New York Magazine

2001

the tensions dilemmas and exhilarating pleasures of feminist teaching converge in this
fascinating book which documents actual classroom give and take in addition to observing the
authors interviewed the teachers and several students in each class the result is a rashomon
portrayal of the same moment differently perceived as well as fresh insight into interaction
between social positioning experience and learning considearzioni di barrie thorne author of
gender play girls and boys in school

The Feminist Classroom

2021-12-28

educart class 12 english core question bank combines remarkable features for term 2 board exam
preparation exclusively developed based on learning outcomes and competency based education
pattern this one book includes chapter wise theory for learning solved questions from ncert and
diksha and detailed explanations for concept clearance and unsolved self practice questions for
practice topper s answers are also given to depict how to answer questions according to the cbse
marking scheme solutions

Educart Term 2 English Core CBSE Class 12 Objective & Subjective
Question Bank 2022 (Exclusively on New Competency Based Education
Pattern)

2011-10-13

a companion to poetic genre a companion to poetic genre this eagerly awaited companion features
over 40 contributions from leading academics around the world and offers critical overviews of
numerous poetic genres covering a range of cultural traditions from britain ireland north america
japan and the caribbean among others this valuable collection considers ancient genres such as
the elegy the ode the ghazal and the ballad before moving on to medieval and renaissance genres
originally invented or codified by the troubadours or poets who followed in their wake the book
also approaches genres driven by theme such as the calypso and found poetry each chapter begins
by defining the genre in its initial stages charting historical developments and finally
assessing its latest mutations be they structural thematic parodic assimilative or subversive

A Companion to Poetic Genre

2006

presents a collection of nine critical essays about the novel jane eyre by charlotte bronte

Jane Eyre - Charlotte Bronte

1985-01-01

the general objective of this volume is to present and discuss different modes of existence in
women s texts and feminist identity in political and poetic discourse on the one hand and to
analyze the factors which determine differing relationships between women and society and which
result in specific forms of identity on the other the essays in this volume explore language
gender mass media sexuality class and social change women s identity as blacks and in the third
world as well as the nature of domination feminine criticism and female creativity the volume
opens with a challenging question by the feminist poet adrienne rich who is we

Women, Feminist Identity, and Society in the 1980's

1989

poetry and astronomy often travel together in the political sphere from milton s meeting with
galileo under house arrest to nasa s practice of launching poems into space anchored in the post
war period but drawing on a long history of poetry and science lyric poetry and space exploration
from einstein to the present charts the surprising connection between poetry and extra



terrestrial space in an era defined by the vast scales of globalization environmental disaster
and space travel poets bring the small scales of lyric intimacy to bear on cosmic immensity while
outer space might seem the domain of more popular genres lyric poetry has ancient and enduring
associations with cosmic inquiry that have made it central to post war space culture as the cold
war played out in space american institutions and media from nasa to star trek enlisted poetry to
present space exploration as a peaceful mission on behalf of humankind meanwhile poets from
across the globe have turned to the cosmos to contest american imperialism challenging
conventional ideas about lyric poetry in the process poets including elizabeth bishop adrienne
rich seamus heaney derek walcott agha shahid ali and tracy k smith invoke the extra terrestrial
to interrogate national histories alongside their craft dazzled by the aesthetics of astronomy
but wary of its imperial uses poets employ astronomical figures and methods to imagine how we
might care for both ourselves and others on a shared planet

嘘,秘密,沈黙.

2023-05-23

katherine schultz examines the complex role student silence can play in teaching and learning
urging teachers to listen to student silence in new ways this book offers real life examples and
proven strategies for rethinking classroom participation to include all students those eager to
raise their hands to speak and those who may pause or answer in different ways from publisher
description

Lyric Poetry and Space Exploration from Einstein to the Present

2009-10-30

covers numerous ethnic writers and their works all major american ethnicities are covered african
american asian american jewish american hispanic latino and native american

Rethinking Classroom Participation

2009

together with presents an innovative study material with the cbse question bank for class 10 this
comprehensive material is meticulously crafted based on the latest cbse syllabus aligning with
ncert textbooks and workbooks it offers students a structured and reliable resource to enhance
their understanding of various subjects the emphasis on the most recent curriculum ensures that
learners receive up to date content fostering a robust foundation for academic success

American Ethnic Writers

2014-07-01

creative writing is arguably the ultimate form of self expression ideal for anyone interested in
writing student or not idiot s guides creative writing helps readers master the basics of
crafting compelling fiction and nonfiction stories various genres including novels short stories
plays and screenplays poetry book length and article length narrative nonfiction memoirs and more
are covered content includes the fundamental elements such as plot character point of view
setting dialogue style and theme and readers will be able to hone their writing skills and boost
their creativity with writing prompts and exercises

ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE

1987

now available in paperback for the first time jewish writers of the twentieth century is both a
comprehensive reference resource and a springboard for further study this volume examines
canonical jewish writers less well known authors of yiddish and hebrew and emerging israeli
writers includes entries on figures as diverse as marcel proust franz kafka tristan tzara eugene
ionesco harold pinter tom stoppard arthur miller saul bellow nadine gordimer and woody allen
contains introductory essays on jewish american writing holocaust literature and memoirs yiddish
writing and anglo jewish literature provides a chronology of twentieth century jewish writers
compiled by expert contributors this book contains over 330 entries on individual authors each
consisting of a biography a list of selected publications a scholarly essay on their work and
suggestions for further reading



Creative Writing

2004-11-23

contemporary literature encompasses so many genres literary forms and themes that it would seem
almost impossible to identify a unifying thread between them yet in the tradition established by
literary heavyweights who came before modern writers of all stripes and backgrounds have
continued to entertain and to confront the social cultural and psychological realities of the
times including everything from racial identity to war to technology with their own flair and
insight the diversity of authors profiled herein from toni morrison to sylvia plath to stephen
king to david foster wallace attests to the scope and complexity of modern society

Adrienne Rich's Androgyne

1989

pablo neruda was one of the greatest poets of the 20th century by focusing on the poet s
apprenticeship and by looking closely at how neruda created his poetic persona within his poems
this companion tries to establish what should survive of his massive output

The Routledge Encyclopedia of Jewish Writers of the Twentieth
Century

2013-06-01

the annual bibliography of women and literature appears in the fall issue of each volume 1975
spring 1976

Bibliography of Women and Literature

2008

the experience is her own as a woman a poet a feminist and a mother but it is an experience
determined by the institution imposed on all women everywhere she draws on personal materials
history research and literature to create a document of universal importance

Contemporary Authors: 1945 to the Present

1979

contemporary american poetry can often seem intimidating and daunting in its variety and
complexity this engaging and accessible book provides the first comprehensive introduction to the
rich body of american poetry that has flourished since 1945 and offers a useful map to its
current landscape by exploring the major poets movements and landmark poems at the heart of this
era this book presents a compelling new version of the history of american poetry that takes into
account its variety and breadth its recent evolution in the new millennium its ever increasing
diversity and its ongoing engagement with politics and culture combining illuminating close
readings of a wide range of representative poems with detailed discussion of historical political
and aesthetic contexts this book examines how poets have tirelessly invented new forms and styles
to respond to the complex realities of american life and culture

A Companion to Pablo Neruda

1976

a star studded anthology infuses english poetry with the rigor and wit of a foreign form in
recent years the ghazal pronounced ghuzzle a traditional arabic form of poetry has become popular
among contemporary english language poets but like the haiku before it the ghazal has been widely
misunderstood and thus most english ghazals have been far from the mark in both letter and spirit
this anthology brings together ghazals by a rich gathering of 107 poets including diane ackerman
john hollander w s merwin william matthews paul muldoon ellen bryant voigt and many others as
this dazzling collection shows the intricate and self reflexive ghazal brings the writer a unique
set of challenges and opportunities agha shahid ali s lively introduction gives a brief history
of the ghazal and instructions on how to compose one in english an elegant afterword by sarah
suleri goodyear elucidates the larger issues of cultural translation and authenticity inherent in



writing in a borrowed form

Women & Literature

2022-12-15
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Of Woman Born

2000-11-03

although in recent years maternity has become a contested site of political discourse the
matrophobia that characterizes many mother daughter bonds has hardly been theorized this book
defines matrophobia as fear of mothers as fear of becoming a mother and as fear of identification
with and separation from the maternal body deborah d rogers argues that matrophobia is the
central metaphor for women s relationships with each other within a patriarchal culture analyzing
different contexts in which matrophobia problematizes feminism this book begins with matrophobic
discourse in eighteenth century england significantly the self sacrificing construction of
motherhood emerges at the same time as the novel a genre that develops as a locus for the radical
displacement of matrophobia coining the term matrophobic gothic to describe works in which
inadequately mothered heroines reconcile with maternal figures that the narrative has repressed
rogers focuses on this phenomenon in the works of ann radcliffe and jane austen her consideration
of matrophobia extends to early modern male authored texts including samuel richardson s
representation of maternity and sir walter scott s exploration of gender roles and identity these
issues continue unabated in televised serial drama all told this book powerfully argues for the
necessity of confronting the matrophobia at the heart of feminism

The Cambridge Introduction to American Poetry since 1945

2000-06

reading race examines the work of twentieth century white american poets from carl sandburg to
adrienne rich from ezra pound to allen ginsberg revealing within their poetry and casual writings
a body of literature that transmits racism even as it sometimes speaks against it tracing the
persistence of racial discourse aldon nielsen argues that white americans throughout their
history have used a language of their own primacy a language that treats blacks as an abstract
other an aggregate nonwhite to be acted upon and determined by whites white discourse drapes over
blacks an intricate veil of images and understandings assertions of inferiority metaphors of
exoticism similes of animals tropes of fertility nothingness and death through which whites read
race and beneath which blacks remain imprisoned words nielsen writes create and maintain
relationships of power as surely as do prisons and arms speaking of the discourse of race in
america nielsen identifies dead metaphors words images ideas that operate in much the same way as
the charged detail of pound or the objective correlative of t s eliot embedded in the language
they are instantly recognizable to the native speaker poets when they draw upon these metaphors
demand racist thinking in order to be understood

Ravishing DisUnities

2007

mother jones is an award winning national magazine widely respected for its groundbreaking
investigative reporting and coverage of sustainability and environmental issues

学校をジェンダー・フリーに

1988

the routledge companion to ecopoetics offers comprehensive coverage of the vital and growing
movement of ecopoetics this volume begins with a general introduction to the field followed by
six sections perspectives broad overviews engaging fields such as biosemiosis kinship praxis and
philosophical approaches experiments formal innovations developed by poets in response to
planetary crises earth and water explorations of poetic entanglement with planetary chemical and
biological systems waste toxicity precarity poetics addressing the effects of pollution and
climate change environmental justice and activism examinations of poetry as an engine of
political and cultural change region and place an international array of traditional and



contemporary geographically focused responses to ecosystems and environmental conditions and
subjectivities affects sexualities investigations of gender ethnicity and race as they intersect
with ecological concerns each section includes an overview and summary addressing the specific
essays in the section these previously unpublished essays represent a wide variety of
nationalities backgrounds perspectives and critical approaches exploring the interdisciplinary
field of ecopoetics contributions from leading scholars working across the globe make the
routledge companion to ecopoetics a landmark textbook and reference for a variety of researchers
and students

The Matrophobic Gothic and Its Legacy

1976-11

first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Reading Race

2023-09-29

as with novelists and short story writers the job of poets and playwrights is to elicit emotion
and generate thought the difference is that the latter authors do so while adhering to rules
different than those governing standard prose works where poets create rich verses loaded with
subtext playwrights rely largely on dialogue to create poignant scenes that become all the more
powerful when performed onstage this captivating collection of biographies profiles some of the
greatest writers of poetry and drama from aeschylus to diane ackerman sophocles to david mamet

Mother Jones Magazine

1996

first published in 1993 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

The Routledge Companion to Ecopoetics

2014-01-01

containing original essays historical narratives biographical memoirs sketches of society
topographical descriptions novels and tales anecdotes select extracts from new and expensive
works the spirit of the public journals discoveries in the arts and sciences useful domestic
hints etc etc etc

Philosophy of Education

1993

this ninth volume in the cambridge history of literary criticism presents a wide ranging survey
of developments in literary criticism and theory during the last century drawing on the combined
expertise of a large team of specialist scholars it offers an authoritative account of the
various movements of thought that have made the late twentieth century such a richly productive
period in the history of criticism the aim has been to cover developments which have had greatest
impact on the academic study of literature along with background chapters that place those
movements in a broader intellectual national and socio cultural perspective in comparison with
volumes seven and eight also devoted to twentieth century developments there is marked emphasis
on the rethinking of historical and philosophical approaches which have emerged especially during
the past two decades as among the most challenging areas of debate

Great Poets & Playwrights

2019-10-21

over the past decade molly mcquade has emerged both as a critic and an editor as one of the most
quietly influential intelligences in american poetry her work is so accessible that we haven t
readily used the most accurate and inevitable word to describe it visionary mcquade has
envisioned a more vital and democratic literary culture and she has helped make it happen this
new collection which so persuasively combines the familiar essay with the literary profile shows



how she has enlarged the public conversation about american poetry dana gioia

Daughtering and Mothering

1844
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1989

The Mirror of Literature, Amusement, and Instruction

1999

The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism: Volume 9, Twentieth-
Century Historical, Philosophical and Psychological Perspectives

1991

Stealing Glimpses

現代思想
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